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Boise State
•receives
sought after
grant
Funds to be used to aid
farm workers' education
BY CAAOLYN MICHAUD
Assistant Naws Editor
, Boise State recently received a 2.3 million dollar grant
to be used to help seasonal and migrant farm workers or
their children achieve their high school equivalency di-
ploma or GEDcertificate. The program, which is part of
the federally funded High School Equivalency Program
(HEP), works with people from across the state.
Boise State was lucky to receive this grant.
Competition for it was extremely high this year due to a
decrease in federal funding resulting in many HEP pro-
grams around the country being shut down.
Scott Willison, director of Boise State's Center for
Multicultural Educational Opportunities and a pro-
fessor of education, said that BSU's grant application
was the highest-scored proposal in the nation despite
the fact that they were competing against programs in
Florida, Texas and California-states which all have
high numbers of migrant workers.
Willison is excited to receive the grants so BSU will
be able to continue providing HEP's services. "The pro-
gram is a major source of support for seasonal farm
workers who receive a GED, and had the program not
been funded there would have been a big void," said
Willison.
Individuals accepted into Boise State's HEP program
range in age from 16 to 60. On top of being given free in-
struction and assessments, students receive education-
almaterials and are given funding for residence halls or
travel expenses when needed.
The students take GED classes in either English or
Spanish. In order to earn the certificate, students need
. to pass tests in American government, social studies,
science, reading, writing, and mathematics. This train-
ing can last anywhere from two months to two years.
Boise State's HEP program has helped more than 1,000
students in the past 10 years. Students who do not live
in Boise can become part of commuter programs in
other parts of the state including Burley, Twin Falls,
American Falls and Canyon County.
Along the HEP grant, Boise State and the Center for
Multicultural and Educational Opportunities was
also recently awarded another federal grant for over
two million dollars to sponsor the College Assistance
Migrant Program (CAMP). CAMP, a sister program to
HEP,helps provide support to migrant or seasonal farm
workers and their children who wish to attend college.
This program is designed to help students through
their freshman year of school. CAMP helps ensure
students stay in school by offering financial support,
counseling, tutoring, and mentoring. Since the pro-
gram began in 1984, it has provided services to over 700
students.
I'
BY AANOALL POST AND
GREGORY RUTTY
The Arbiter
Some ASBSU Senators ex-
pressed their disagreement with
the renaming of the BSUPavilion
to Taco Bell Arena, in a senate
meeting 'Iuesday Sept. 28.
Sen. Ramiro Castro-Rodriguez,
Sen. Tabielle Antchekov, and Sen.
Jefferson Day sponsored the res-
olution, titled the Unjust Lateral
Agreement with Taco Bell. Senate
Resolution 2004-51 expresses
"disagreement with the current
BSU Pavilion renaming ... [and]
express [es] agreement with the
boycott ofTaco Bell.. ."
The resolution outlines three
main contentions with selling
the naming rights of the BSU
Pavilion.
First, the resolution's authors
allege that the corporate farms,
from which Taco Bell franchises
, purchase their producebenefit fl-
\
"I never had
bruises on my face.
He would punch me
in the back of the head," said
Senior Jeni Jenkins.
Over four years ago, Jenkins
was punched, choked and told that
she was nothing by her boyfriend.
During that time Jenkins was enrolled
at Boise State. She dealt with finals,
papers and maintaining her GPA, all
the while she struggled with a violent
home life behind closed doors.
Day after day Jenkins opened her
front door and left to attend class-
es at Boise State. She enrolled in
Women's Studies classes, learn-
ing how women have been op-
pressed socially, econom-
ically, and physically.
After a long day
on campus, she
.would go horne
and close the door
behind her.
Insults were
ritual, c"t, bitch,
whore, were just
some of the things
her abuser would
call her. Jenkins
said her ex-boy-
friend often told
her, "You're never
going to amount to
anything." She made
dinner and got her kids
ready for bed. Her ex-
boyfriend would say he was
sorry. "For a long time I blamed
myself," Jenkins said.
Again she would open the door and leave for
s c h 0 0 I where she met other women at BSU in situation similar
to hers. She had always known she wasn't the only woman beaten by a
man; she just hadn't met anyone else. Her abuser had kept her from her
friends. With the exception of school, she was isolated.
It's not as if she couldn't leave; she wanted to make her relation-
ship work. Jenkins brought home self-help books on why men abuse.
They
un- opened until
their due dates were up.
Her ex-boyfriend would push her
down and beat her against the floor. He
would later cry and apologize for it.
,"We_would talk about why he was abu-
sive:' said Jenkins, "and then he would
abuse me." Abuse has cyclical character-
istics as he came from an abusive home,
his parents were drug addicts and he had
watched his father and stepfather beat his
mother.
She encouraged him to try and help him-
self, to try to get better. The books she
checked out went back to the library.
It didn't happen everyday. According to
Jenkins, sometimes he would go a month
without erupting and then he would go off
in a violent rage. She can look back now
and see her mistakes, "Iwas stupid."
It was liard for her to feed and
clothe two small children, hold
down a part-time job and main-
tain a college schedule. Jenkins
thought she needed his help. "I
didn't want to be a single mom
with two kids:' she said. "If I
left I would have to drop out
of school, work full-time and
take care of the kids by my-
self." It took a long time for
her to realize she was al-
ready doing those things by
herself.
A college degree is the
promise of a better life, a
better future. Jenkins didn't
want to let go of that prom-
ise. In February 2001 Jenkins
took a role in "The Vagina
Monologues"
"Through that play I was able to
see things I was doing that was keep-
ing me in this relationship, ways thatI
could get out."
After four years she had couldn't take anymore.
Jenkins finally called the police.
Jenkins will graduate this May with a degree in Social Science with
four minors. She is outspoken about her experiences and hopes others
can learn from what she has gone through.
The Clothesline Project:
Absolving pain on a "l-shirtRSBSUcritiCize Taco Bell contract
For ,the fifth successive year,
the Clothesline Project's bold
colors and earnest, depictions
will draw attention to the pam,
hope and the healing process
for survivors of relationship vio-
lence.
The display of fifty hand-
painted, emotive, awareness-
raising t-shirts will be exhibited
by the BSUWomen's Center and
The Women's and Children's
Alliance (WCAl of Idaho, in the
Memorial Plaza, Oct. 5-6 be-
tween 9 a.m. and 3p.m,
where the line is between down- This display is important be-
right libel and legitimacy?" cause "it offers an opportunity
Blades said. for [BSU] students to see the im-
Sen. Castro-Rodriguez reo pact of violence on their com-
sponded saying a resolution is munity," sald Shanna Branham,
the Senate's. opinion' but. "if he volunteerrecrititinentmanager
[Sen. Blades] would like that In- . for the Women's and Children's
fonnatioll brought; I'm willing to " Ani~«;'l,1011~@'()£;L~:':,o'.••.•....•••·..··i
show itto him," .. '.' '!'he p~\ia1e~Of':domestic
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,that .led.to the,Pavllion's name' ltvl
. change:",;,.:":·s:S:' :~, ..
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J)ni.~liyRel,'··Il1W ,.. . ,
the- coJrimitte' Th~s··
·OCt. 5.atl2:45p.rildHThe J?onirti
:10 discUsS tlliiiesolu#~n. ','
Sen. Blades also questioned
the resolution's claims about the
deficient bidding process of the
Taco Bell contract and the con-
tractual validity of renaming the
Pavilion.
"Does anybody here, know
nancially from the "unfair work-
ing conditions imposed uponrni-
grant workers."
Second, "the resolution alleges
that students and faculty were
not consulted.
The resolution also alleges,
"Most of the financial support
promised in the contract will be
made in the form of 'in-kind con-
tributions," with only $6,OOO-a-
year going toward scholarships.
Sen. Scott Blades expressed
concern over a lack of documen-
tation in the resolution. -
"This legislation ... as I see it, is
riddled with factual inaccuracies
and misstatements and this real-
ly concerns me," Blades said.
Sen. Blades asked for documen-
tation on the resolution's claim
that the U.S. Justice Department
has "successfully prosecuted"
the farms Taco Bell purchases
their produce from for "engaging
in human slavery: '
"ThiS leglslatlOn ..•as (see It,l~ piddled
With factual inaccuracles''',osnd
mlsstat~m'entsand thlsr~~119i'
concerns me." -ASBSU' 5en. ScottBljdes"
TORR IE RAE MARTINDALE
SpeCial to the Arbiter
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Car bombs kill at least
42 during event to mark
progress inIraq
BAGHDAD,Iraq -Small wooden cof-
fins filled with the shrapnel-tom bod-
ies of at least 35 dead Iraqi children
lined the halls of Yarmouk Hospital
in Baghdad on Thursday. There were
more corpses, doctors said, than could
f1t in the hospital's morgue.
The children and at least seven more
Iraqis were killed in West Baghdad by
suicide bombers driving three vehicles
jammed with explosives. The apparent
targets of the coordinated attack were
about 30U.S.soldiers who were hosting
the ceremonial opening of a repaired
sewage treatment plant.
No U.S. soldiers were killed in those
blasts, but 10were injured, as were 167
Iraqis, military and hospital officials
said.
The carnage, coming during an event
designed to showcase U.S. progress in
Iraq, underscored the enormous chal-
lenge of rebuilding a country amid ex-
treme violence. And the sharp criticism
of anguished residents who blamed the
troops for giving the militants an easy
target demonstrated how far the United
States has to go in its campaign to win
over Iraqi "hearts and minds."
Soldiers had advertised the event
with loudspeakers and drawn a large
crowd of children by handing out can-
dy, residents said.
"It was a horrible tragedy to happen
on a day celebrating renewal and prog-
ress," said military spokesman Lt. Col.
Steve Boylan.
Kidnappers release
Italians, Egyptians
BAGHDAD,Iraq -1\vo Italian human-
itarian workers who were kidnapped
three weeks ago from their office in
Baghdad were released Tuesday night,
along with two Iraqi colleagues who'd
been snatched with them, Italian and
Iraqi offlcials said.
Four Egyptians who were kidnapped
last week at a telecommunications of-
fice in Baghdad also were released.
The Italian women "were treated
verywell. They are in good health," said
Talat Abdul Iabar al Wazan, a member
,'
"What do I know
about me?"
" The Talkin' Broncos won the CSI
tournamflnt title fOf the fourth eonsec-
utive season and the seven~in eight
years.
A6-fQo~-2-inchtall, 280:pound ma~
in cedar Rapids, Iowa, came home, and
opened his front door only to discover.
a female burglar standing in his foyer;
holding some ofhis belongirigs. She ;
tried to flee, but the big lug tackled her
in the front yard and sat on her. ' -
Despite the difference in their sizes,
the man said it was a struggle' to keep
her down: "When they don't want to go
to jail, they are a handful."
enough to swing eltherW)ly.io ,
. 'Wlthasmanyas60milUOnAJneri~ans
watching, the debate offered the sfugle
best chance for Kerry to gain ground
or for Bush tosoUdlfy his lead; ThoUgh
manyvotershave alreadymadeup their,
minds, ThlUsday night's audience still
was likely to be the largest of the three
debates and its subjects ofwar and na-
tional security'the most pressing.
of the Iraqi National Union Party and a
participant In the negotiations tharled
to their release:
The women, Simona Pari and Simona
Torretta, both 29,worked on school and
water projects for "Un Ponte Per :.. ," an
Italian aid group whose name means "A
Bridge To.... "They and the .two Iraqis
were in the group's offlce Sept. 7when
men dressed in Iraqi national guard
uniforms barged in, grabbed them at
gunpoint and drove off.
Al Wazan wouldn't say which group
had held the women, but he said their
release was the result of an aggressive
campaign byMuslim clerics, local trib-
al sheiks, several nations and advocates
for the women.
He said the group kidnapped the
women because itthought they "worked
for a suspicious organization.·
Less was known about the clr-
cumstances of the release of the four
Egyptian telecommunications work-
ers, who were kidnapped last week
from the Baghdad offices of the local
cell-phone company.
~tlDnal
Bush, Kerry debate who
can best lead in wartime
-"....
T-shirts to benefit
,Christian charity ,
lritervarsity Christian Fellowship
is raising money for the International
Justice Mission by selling' t-shlrts in
the SUBon Oct. 5.Their goal is to raise
$2000 as part of "Seek Justice, Rescue
the Oppressed." Call International
Justice Mission or visit www.ijm.orgfor
more information. ,A likelystory,Sven, ",:
Aman who lives in a remote part of
Sweden was issued a ticket by the Buro
Parking Collection company for Illegal-
Iy parking his snowmobile inWarwick,
England, more than 1,000miles away.
The man, who lives on a farm in
Bollstabruk, said the snowmobile is
parked in his barn and has never left
Sweden.
Democrats seize on fears
of military draft, but
revival is unlikely
WASHINGTON-Talk of a military
draft keeps blowingIn the wind this
campaign season, and it's giving many
people chills. '
E-mails and Web logs continue to
warn that Congress and the White
House are moving to reinstitute a draft
by next spring for all men and women
16 to 25 years old, with no deferments
for college students, as there were dur-
ing the Vietnam War. The Bush admin-
istration has denied having any such
plans, but Democrats have seized on
the issue in an attempt to energize wor-
ried young voters and mothers to vote
for Sen. John Kerry.
When a voter in Florida asked
him about it last week, Kerry said he
wouldn't bring back the draft, but
couldn't saywhat President Bushwould
do. In a column that appeared online
and in newspapers last week, former
Vermont Gov.Howard Dean warned of
"the real likelihood of a military draft ,
being reinstated if President Bush is re-
elected."
Clothesline Project
The Women's Center Clothesline
Project will be on the Quad from 9:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m, Oct. 5& 6.
Eat and Learn- Health
Screenings 101 OK, Robin Hood, in the
wagon
Adrug dealer, lured aman he thought
was a police informant to an unpopu-
lated area near Ipswich, Australia, and
shot him with a crossbow.
Fortunately, the man carried his cell
phone in his shirt pocket, andit stopped
the arrow which otherwise would have
killed him. The shooter was arrested.
Have you ever wondered what health
screenings (cholesterol, prostate, co-
lon, mammogram, etc.) you should,
have and when you should have them?
What do such screenings involve? Join
Rhiannon Avery, Health Educator
from Health, Wellness and Counseling
Services and a panel of health experts
for this informative lunchtime session
Location: Hatch A . Fee: Free - Time:
12p.m.- 1p.m, Oct. 6
Look, we're sorry
Miss ...•BLAM!
Angered at being groped and propo-
sitioned by two customers, a waitress
in aVietnamese nightclub in California
had her boyfriend kill them, police
said.
The two men made a gesture of apol-
ogy, offering her a rose, but she had al-
ready made the call, and the boyfriend
showed up moments later, guns blaz-
ing. .
CORAL GABLES, Fla-Sen. John
Kerry accused President Bush of mak-
ing a "colossal error" in invading Iraq,
hoping a sharp attack in their first de-
bate Thursday would shake up the
presidential campaign five weeks be-
fore voters go to the polls.
Bush countered that Kerry was a po-
litical opportunist who voted to autho-
rize the war, then denounced it and
thus discounted his effectiveness as a
potential commander in chief. "What '
message does that send?" Bush asked
repeatedly.
The 90-minute face-off was the first
debate over national security between
the leaders of the country's two major
political parties since the United States
was attacked by terrorists on Sept. 11,
2001.It also was the first such televised
encounter ever during wartime.
Kerry needed to score against Bush,
facing the incumbent 32 days before
Election Day,with Bush holding a slight
lead in most polls but the race still close
I.
AAMeetings
~cal/b5U
Talkin' Broncos start the
year off right
Alcohollcs Anonymous is a fellow-
ship of men and women who share
their experience, strength, and hope
with each other so that they may solve
their common issue and help others to
recover from alcoholism.
When: EveryWednesdayfrom 7p.m.-
8:30p.m., except formajor holidays and
University closings.
Where: Student Union Building
(For room location, check marquee
in Student Union on day ofmeeting.)
Cost: Free!
How: For those interested in attend-
ing, all you need to do Is just show up.
Coffee is available for purchase at the
Student Union Food Court.
The BoiseState University debate and
speech team kicked offthe 2004-05 sea-
son bywinning the College of Southern
Idaho's Golden Eagle Invitational
Tournament. College debate teams in
Idaho, Utah and Montana competed
in the event, held Sept. 24-25 in 1\vin
Falls.
lIJarld/HiLlanll/WhIL Lhl? sten .. caurLII~
arKRT Cimpul W,rl SlrUICIl. lacil/BSU ILarl ..
Irl caurL .. ~ ar Lhl Bal .. SLoLI Wlb llLo IL www.
ball .. LlLI.ldu. RII ILarl .. camp,'"d b~ Clra'~n
Mlchlud.
"1know that accidentshappen, ~ut with Emergen9' Contraception
I'm protected with the morning-after, the morning-after-that,
and the morning-after-that pill. II
Ifyou've had unprotected sex for whatever reason - the condom breaks, you miss a
couple of pills, or you didn't use contraeeption - don't wait for a period that may never
come. Emergency Contraception can prevent pregnaJ1CY up to 72 hours after sex.
Call Planned Parenthood for more information 376-:9300.
Ask fox: "Future Use EMC" for your conventenee. sc if there is a next time, you'll
be preparedl Every woman should have a Future Use EMC in their medicine cabinet.
g Planned ParenthoOd of .Idaho~
ALMACAMP,
Sudan-The
walls of the
school at Kailek
village were
made of straw
and sticks, so the bullets went
right through them.
As the children studied one
morning about six months ago,
armed Arabs on camels and hors-
es attacked the village in Sudan's
Darfur region and surrounded
the school. They raised their
weapons and fired again and
again, gunning down the trapped
children and teachers.
The most haunting memory of
that terrible day is the sound of
children screaming and weep-
ing.
"I saw the janjaweed shooting
the children with Kalashnikovs
and students shouting and cry-
ing," said Ibrahim Abdullah, 37,
referring to the Arab militias.
Three ofhis children were at the
school.
He tried to run to the school
with other parents, but there
were too many horsemen, too
many bullets. "Wehad no chance
to help them. We stopped from a
distance to watch, and then we
ran,"
His soil Adam Ibrahim
Abdullah, 9, arid an adopted
nephew, Haroun Sherif, 13, died
in the hail of bullets.Two daugh-
ters, 8 and 12, escaped. Six teach-
ers and 36 children were killed,
Abdullah said.
Afterward, the attackers burned
the schoolbooks. .
It was the third time in two
years that the Kailek school had
been set upon. 1Wo months be-
fore the final attack, two teachers
and seven students were slain,
Abdullah said.
The assaults on Kailek were not
isolated incidents. In many vil-
lages across Darfur, schools have
been targeted by the marauding
militias. Some have even been
bombed.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
orld opimon
is divided on
whether the
campaign of
attacks on in-
digenous African tribes by Arab
militias in Darfur amounts to
genocide. U.S. Secretary of State
Colin L. Powell accused the
Sudanese government and pro-
government janjaweed militias
of genocide. Sudanese authori-
ties - dismissing the charge as an
attempt to win African-American
votes in the U.S. presidential
election - portray the Darfur cri-
sis as part of the tribal conflict
over land between Arab herders
and African farmers going back
a decade.
But formanyvicttms, the school
attacks and killings of teachers
seem far from random. In the
villages of Shataya and Bindis,
locals say they have evidence of
pr@leditation, maintaining that
Arab teachers left several days
before the carnage.
"They don't want our people
and our children to learn any-
thing," said Abdullah, who -now
lives in this refugee camp near
the town of Nyala.
Although it is impossible to de-
termine whether there was a pol-
icy of exterminat-
ing educated people
in a campaign that
has .left as many as
50,000 dead, the
leaders of Darfur's
black African tribes
say the attacks fit
into a continuum of
discrimination by
authorities in the
capital, Khartoum.
That fierce sense of
injustice led to a re-
bellion by two black
African groups, the
Sudanese Liberation
Army and the
Justice and Equality
Movement, which
took up arms early
last year seeking a
greater share of the country's re-
sources. And it underscores the
deep reservoir of ethnic mistrust
. and hatred that must be over-
come before peace is possible.
Darfur refugees in Chad, said
the Sudanese government had
encouraged an Arab alliance in
Darfur to keep non-Arab groups
in check. It disarmed non-Arabs
but allowed Arabs to keeptheir
111111111111111l1111111111111J111111111111l1111111111l1111111111111111111111111111111111111 weapons. In the early 19908, Arab
militias destroyed 600 non-Arab
villages and killed 3,000 people,
the report said.
The report found a consistent
pattern of atrocities, killings and
rapes in Darfur. It said more than
400 villages were destroyed, at
least 100 were bombed and jan-
, jaweed and government military
activity was closely coordinated.
Iemera Rorie, a Human Rights
Watch researcher who recent-
ly visited western Darfur, be-
lieves that Arab militias attacked
whatever service infrastructure
they found in villages, including
schools, mosques, clinics and
water towers.
"We saw a number of (schools)
that were destroyed, thorough-
ly trashed and vandalized.
Sometimes they were burned,"
she said. The victims saw it as the
janjaweed's drive to "destroy ev-
erything good that they had, ev-
erything that belonged to them."
r·he government, for_.. its part, distributed. a booklet to inter-national journalistssaying it had expand-
ed services such as schools and
medical clinics in Darfur since
seizing power in a 1989coup.
The chief of the Fur people in
Nyala, Ahmed Abdul Rahman
Rijal, said in an interview at his
home there that the govern-
ment has always failed to protect
Africans from Arab attacks.
"The government is steadfast
in its policy of genocide and eth-
nic cleansing, using airplanes to
bombard villages," Rijal said. He
described the rebels as "our boys.
They raised arms to protect our
people." .
Rijal, who recounted that in
1956 he became the first person
from Darfur to .graduate from
Khartoum University, said the
level of education among his peo-
pie had since fallen.
"The policies of the govern-
ment since independence (in
1956) were pro-Arab," he said.
"We felt the government was
backing the Arab tribes over
the African tribes, giving them
more chances to learn while the
African tribes were kept as they
were. This feeling of segregation
between African and Arab tribes
became very prominent under
the present regime."
He said most of the govern-
ment, police and security posts
were filled by Arabs while the
level of education among African
tribes was low.
A State Department report in
September that was based on
more than 1,100 imerviews with
1111111,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Ithough many vil-
lagers sec the school
attacks as part of
a broader effort to
wipe out as 'many
people as possible, others believe
the schools were specifically tar-
geted.
Abdulkarim Juma Hamiz, 40,
said the five non-Arab teachers
at the Shataya secondary school
were shot in their beds when mi-
litias attacked at 6 in the morn-
ing last September. Arab teachers
had left several days before.
"Wefound five bodies," he said.
"No one had a chance to run."
He saw the attack as an effort
to stop black indigenous people
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Fall trout are
• •jumpmg
BY MICHELLE SELLS
Outdoor ColumOist
J).
A~derson Ranch
IS home to the
bull trout, a fed-
erall~ protected
species. The fed-
eral fines for
remoulng a bull
trout from'the
water can- range
from a minimum of
S2DD to a maHI-
mum of S5DD
[eboue] Sablr All Abdu
holds a Sibling In tharr
hut In tha Darfur raglon
of Sudan. Ha fears tha
militia that killed their
fathar Will return. [left]
Khalld Hassan Mohammed,
a taacher, said rus
father and brothar wera
slain by an Areb militia
that attacked hrs school
In the villega of BlndlS,
Sudan. [balow] Rabels
With the Sudenesa
uber etmn Army draw
unds support from
indigenous people In tha
Darfur raglOn of Sudan.
Tha antr-qouerrment
fightars controllarga
swaths of tarrltory.
LOS AllliEl[S nHf;S PIIOTOS BY CAnOlYH [lllE
Anderson Ranch reservoir
is located about 30 miles east
of the: city of Mountain Home.
This is a relatively large reser-
voir covering 4,740 acres. The
reservoir is home to native Bull
Trout, Kokanee, Smallmouth
Bass, and Yellow Perch. The
Department of Fish and Game
planted five to six thousand
catchable size Rainbow Trout in
July. The Kokanee-Salmon who
inhabit these waters run from
mid August through the end
of September and undergo dy-
namic physical changes.
As the water in the reservoir
lowers in the fall, it becomes dif-
ficult to determine what the re-
sults will be on fishing. In some
years, less water will make it eas-
ier to find and catch your quar-
ry, in others the reverse is true.
Currently, Idaho Department of
Fish and Game reports that fish-
ing is slow.But as cooler weather
is eminent, this could change
dramatically.
Fall trout fishing often pro-
duces outstanding results.
According to Bill Horton, IDFG
anadromous fish coordina-
tor, the reason fall trout fish-
ing is so hot is that the fish run
in the cooler tributaries during
the spring and summer. After
spawning in the early fall, they
move to areas of warmer water
such as a larger rivers or reser-
voirs to conserve energy for the
winter months. These larger
bodies of water produce an in-
sulating effect protecting the
fish from the colder winter tem-
peratures.
Anderson Ranch is home to
the bull trout, a federally pro-
tected species. The federal fines
for removing a bull trout from
the water can range from a min-
imum of $200 to a maximum of
$500. The State ofIdaho can im-
pose a civil fine of $100 per fish
and court costs, as well as re-
scinding your hunting and fish-
ing privileges. This is serious
business.
To protect yourself you should
be able to identify a bu~l trout.
The bull trout is lacking one
characteristic . that all other
Idaho trout possess; its back
fin or dorsal fin lacks any black
markings. All other Idaho trout
carry some kind of black mark-
ing whether it be black spots or
wavy lines. The saying goes, "No
black on the fin, put it back in".
Bull trout are holed up for the
winter near the head of the res-
ervoir, where the South Fork of
the Boise empties into Anderson
Ranch, according to Horton.
Avoiding this area will mini-
mize your chances of making a
costly mistake.
Another tip on this issue, if
you make a mistake while fish-
ing and badly hook a bull trout
and it dies when you attempt to
release it, call Fish and Game
and be honest. In my experience
these officers are aware that ac-
cidents can and do happen and
if you are forthcoming with the
information you are a lot less·
likely to get in trouble. Do not
attempt to hide your mistake or
lie, if you do the penalties will be
more severe.
The outstanding fishing op-
portunities in Idaho make this
a wonderful place to live or visit,
but with opportunities come re-
sponsibilities. Please follow the
laws and regulations regarding
fishing and help to ensure that
the next generation will have
those same C!pportunitics.
from being educated. "I think the
teachers were killed because ofthe
government. It was the govern-
ment's hand to stop learning and
education." .
1111l1l1111111111111lUIIII11l11111111IIIlllIIIIIlIIllIIllllii111111111111l1l1111111111
Inan attack on the villageof Bindis last August, jan-jaweed invaded the sec-ondary school and shotfour teachers" including
headmaster Hassan Mohammed
Nour, 56. As he lay dying, he
brushed aside the water some-
one offered. He begged his son,
a teacher named Khalid Hassan
Mohammed, to leave him to die
and escape to safety.
"They shot him in the head and
in the stomach," saidMohammed,
26. "When he fell, I went to him.
He said, 'Run to save yourself be-
cause now I am dying.' My broth-
er, Abdul Gadir, was killed trying
to help my father." Mohammed's
last memory of his father is his fi-
nal struggle to speak and the last,
weak gesture of his hand, urging
his son to run.
"After a few minutes, the jan-
jaweed came again, running
from all sides, and I ran away to
the mountains on the other side
of the village, .. Mohammed re-
called.
"They killed any black person
who was a teacher. The purpose
was to get rid of black African
people with qualifications."
Blacks working in government
offices were killed too, he said.
In Mershing, in south Darfur,
15-year-old Zubaida Abdullah
saw her brother, Jamar Abdul
Ibrahim, 50, a teacher, shot down
by militias. She said four other
teachers were slain by janjaweed
gunmen in the school office.
Dozens of students and teach-
ers were killed by bombs that
hit schools in Shataya, Bindis,
Kailek, Kaitinyara and Mershing,
according to witnesses.
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A "UTARD"
l
that loves BSU
BY MRRCUS MRHFIELD
Speclel to the Rrblter
I had to laugh when I saw the "Utard" sign held by one
of the toga boys during the BYUvs. BSU game. Being a
natve...oh walt ... lmean a native of Utah, I have always
heard little smirks about Idaho. ..insert your favorite po-
tato joke here. But this whole Idaho tearing on Utah thing
was new for me. It was like a Polish person telling a joke
about an American ...it just dldn'tflt the context ofwtat I
knew. Still, I had a good laugh because I could see where
he was coming from ..Fortunately Ihav~ spent a lot of my
life living In otherparts of the country/world and I have
certainly learned to laugh at myself and my heritage.
I didn't make the trip to Boise with any expectations of
BYU(I'm a die hard Cougar) beating Boise State; but in-
stead I used It as an excuse to get out of a day of work, do
some golfing, and to actually see the "Smurf Turf" in per-
son. Surprisingly what I got out ofthe trip was some great
golf, an excellent college football game (lti a phenomenal
college atmosphere); and a new found respect for Boise
and for Boise State University.
It goes without saying tha.t I was a little surprised when
the tickets we scalped were in the BSUstudent section.
Wedidn't "logo"ourselves out for the game (thank heaven
for small blessings) because my BSUfriend said it might
insight some type of a riot, but we sorely underestimated
the quality of fans at
Instead of BSi:~th be told, we
b. were good visitingelng fans. We pointed out
good and bad thingsconstantly happening with both
teams and we kept
our cheering on thebombarded by down low. At some
point in the 1" quar-
t· ter BYU did some-nega Ive thing good that got
us out of our seats. Acomments I shockedgroupofpeo-
pIe around me asked
f d If me if I was a BYUoun royse fan. Questions deal-
ing with the when,among som.e of where, why, and how
were rampant for
h II -the next 10-15 min-t e best co ege utes ... suggestions
came from many
football fans I·n that we should move11 . to another section.
What came after thatthe country. was simply amazing!
Instead of being con-
stantly bombarded
by negative comments I found myself among some of the
best college football fans in the country. They gave me/
us a lot of grief during parts of the game, but none of the
comments were demeaning or derogatory. Thank you for
being the type of fans we should all be ... true fans that are
loyal to their team ...but that respect that you are true to
your team as well.
The theme at BYUhomes games this year is "be nice
and friendly" ...cheer for the other team too. Arc you kid-
ding me? This is football and being "nice" isn't a part of
that. However, being respectful is and that iswhat I expe-
rienced at BSU.The energy and enthusiasm the BSUfans
displayed was awe inspiring and was something that I
wish we could capture at BYU.Your30,000 +/- were twice
as loud as our 65,000 +/-. Everyone was into the game ...
those who didn't understand everything were asking for
explanations about what was happening .. .it's what col-
lege football is all about.
I loved the game, despite the late field goal miss. Itwas
in the top three football games Ihave ever been a part of
or watched in person. Ididn't feel upset or angry about
the outcome because I honestly felt happy for the peo-
ple around me. The only discouragement I felt was that
I didn't get the telephone number of that amazing girl
who goes to BSU,that one that stood next to me during
the game ...you know, the gymnast from Boise that just
transferred from Northern Arizona, and just changed her
major from sociology. Yeah, I was really upset about riot
having her number ...still sort of am ...but Iwas complete-
ly satisfied by my BSUfootball experience. I'llbe sure
to wave to the BYUsupporters heading South on I-IS at
least once or twice a year as I head North to Boise for an-
other great football experience ...possibly in less than two
weeks for the Fresno State game. Go Broncos!
I
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Political henanigans
threaten minority votes
"Our fear is they're going to in-
timidate Arizona citizens, U.S.
citizens who are brown-skinned,"
he says.
Dove says that more people plan
to join him in November. "The
only people we will bother are
people who are in violation of the
law," he said in a phone interview
with me. For instance, ifhe sees "a
busload of Hispanic individuals
who didn't speak English and who
voted," he will follow that bus to
make sure they aren't voting more
than once, he says.
Such hard-nosed tactics are
happening in Florida, too .
Alma Gonzalez, spokeswoman
for the Voter Protection Coalition
in Florida, says that when some
people are registering to vote or
going to the polls early, they're be-
ing asked if they're U.S.citizens.
"It's unlawful," says Gonzalez.
"When that question is asked of
you" based on your skin color or
the fact that you have an accent,
"it is not intended to ensure that
you're complying with the law. It's
intended to suppress voters."
The Voting Rights Act makes
it a crime to have policies that
have the effect of discriminat-
ing against people on the basis
of race. The Justice Department
needs to get serious and enforce
the Voting Rights Act. Only then
can U.S. citizens trust the results
ofthe November election.
"If we do not suppress the
Detroit vote, we're going to
have a tough time in this
election cycle." Detroit is
83 percent black.
BY ANNE-MRRIE CUSRC
(KRT)
Politically motivated shenani-
gans could tip this year's election.
Republicans in some swing
states have devised strategies to
block minorities from voting on
Nov. 2. They have enacted cum-
bersome voting laws that dispro-
portionately affect minorities.
They are threatening to challenge
minority voters at the polls. They
may harass and intimidate voters.
On July 16, the Detroit Free
Press quoted John Pappageorge,
a Republican state representative
. from Troy,Mich., who said, "If we
do not suppress the Detroit vote,
we're going to have a tough time
in this election cycle."Detroit is 83
percent black.
Pappageorge later told the
Associated Press that he was not
advocating suppression of the
black vote but that "you get it (the
Detroit vote) down with a good
message."
In late April, the Republican
Party of Michigan announced
that it hoped to recruit 1,000
poll watchers. The party told the
Free Press that it would assign
300 to Oakland County, home of
Pontiac, which is heavily minori-
ty.Republicans claimed that some
people there had voted up to four
times under different names.
But even Republican Oakland
County Clerk G. William Caddell
doubted the allegation. "I want
- John Pappa george, Republican representative
comes problematic when people
are using this strategically, in a
partisan way."
Some partisans are being even
more aggressive.
On primary day in Arizona, Sept.
7. Russ Dove, who worries about
illegal immigration, visited five
polls. He said he had heard that il-
legal immigrants were voting.
So he sported "a black T-
shirt with ·U.S. Constitutional
Enforcement' on the back" and
. the image of a badge on the front.
"Iwear a tool belt," he says. On pri-
mary day, that belt carried tools, a
camera and avideo recorder. Dove
says he used the camera to take
"some photographs of the polling
places."
Steve Gallardo, a Democratic
state legislator from Arizona, has
legitimate concerns about this.
to be a good party person, but I
haven't heard about this, and none
of my local clerks have reported
problems," Caddell told the paper.
Daniel Burk is registrar of
Washoe County, Nev. He says
that "an official of the Republican
Party" came to his office one day
with a small group. The official
asked how to launch a "full-scale
program for challenging voters
who come to the polls."
The revelations, says Gary Peck,
executive director of the Nevada
American Civil Uberties Union,
are consistent with reports people
are getting all around the coun-
try. "Republicans have a national
strategy of going out and chal-
lenging voters" come Nov. 2, Peck
says. "Our concerns are utterly
nonpartisan. It's the integrity and
fairness of the election. ... It be-
faux news an arena Taco Bell and have a
Chihuahua as a mascot, and now
all of a sudden you support the
Latino community?" said Spasky.
"How about paying that little dog
minimum wage?" .
When asked if BSUhad any in-
tentions of paying the new mas-
cot minimum wage, an anony-
mous source in the athletic de-
partment seemed skeptical. "So
long as he's illegal, we don't have
to pay him squat."
the country we embrace Latino
culture, from tacos to small, an--
noying dogs, we're loving it. No
wait, wrong one. Yoquiero Latino
culture-stadas," Finch added that
the dog gets to live in the "great-
estgoddamnedcountryeveL"
The reaction on campus has
been mild and niixed. President
of OELA,Theodor Spasky, said
the gesture is just one of many
misguided attempts by the ad-
ministration to reach out to the
Latino community. "You name
Chihuahua Named Co-Mascot
a three-year contract with BSU
on Monday Sept. 20. Because the
Chihuahua is not a U.S. citizen,
BSUwill be paying it an hourly-
wage of 42 cents.
In the press release, Finch said
the relationship ismutually bene-
ficial. "This is a great way to show
"What betteiway to show those
people we care about them then
by having their dog as a mascot;
said an anonymous source from
the athletic department. "Plus,
the little guy works for almost
nothlng!"
The Bronco Chihuahua signed
announced Wednesday that a
Chihuahua would be BSU's new
co-mascot.
The announcement comes
amid allegations that the renam-
ing of the Pavilion to Taco Bell
:Arena has alienated the Latino
community on campus.
TRYLDR C NEWBOLD
SetlrlSt
Boise State athletes will have
a new mascot cheering them on
this year: a Chihuahua. In a press
release on the university's news
• site, athletic lackey George Finch
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Where's
the
Acllon?
TREUER RLTERS
Culture Editor
oise State gradu-
ate Chris Batten has
solved the age-old
mystery: What can
history majors do
with their degreet
Batten takes people bungee jump-
ing. He confesses that the two
have no relation, but then again
neither is related to his "real" job
in marketing either.
Batten graduated from BSU in
1998 and has been bungee jump-
ing in Idaho for six years before
that. He now owns a side business
. called Bungee Expeditions. In his
free time Batten takes people from
near and far to jump off of really
tall things. Batten estimates that
hehas made 300-400 jumps him-
self and has helped countless oth-
ers "take the plunge."
I decided to put Batten's ex-
pertise to the test. On a sunny
Saturday in September, a friend
(this is one of those activities you
bring a friend, family member, or
other potential heir to) and I met
Batten in the visitors' center park-
ing lot next to the Perri~e Bridge
in 'IWin Falls. The 500-foot bridge
is about a two-hour drive from
Boise, and is the tallest in the
state. Batten had a group of about
15 newbies jumping that day. His
clientele consisted of both out -of-
staters and locals.
For a guy who had the fate of 15
lives in his hand, Batten was in an
[In theaters]
81/Philip U1untch The Dallas Morning News
SHARKTRLE- 18111 an ammated fish storl/ once )
egaln make moulegosrs merrl/? This one's ebout
s sensltlue shark whose uegeterlen testss cause hiS
.mobster father to scowl. UOlces Include 18111 Smith,
Robert De Nlro and Renee Zellweger.
THEMOTORCYCLEDIRRIES- Besed on tha memoirs
of Che Gueuera, this film traces the Journe~e hs
made as a ~oung man that see led hiS reuolutlonar~
beliefs. THE
"The risks var~ but a serious injury is
unlikel~" he said. "Small injuries like
scrapes and stuff are a little more com-
mon/ unfortunately after the jump a lot
of people go into a small form of shock
and forget the lessons they were taught
at the beginning of the day:' -Chris Batton
Incredibly good mood. He com-
mented on the lovely weather and
reminded everyone several times
how much fun this would all be.
Batten casually answered queries
that the jumpers had as he helped
each one put on a climbing har-
ness. The harness turned out to be
for the trip back up once the bun-
gee jumpers made the plunge. The
actual bungee cord, however, is at-
tached at the ankles. People asked
questions like, "Will my Tevas be
okayj or do I need real shoes." At
this point, Batten suggested that
jumping barefoot would be fun,
but the guy tightened his footwear
instead of removing it.
Batten did not seem surprised
at questions of safety. Itwas quite
clear that he had fielded that
question before and that he was
comfortable with his own level
of safety. It was also obvious that
100 percent of Batten's some 400
jumps have been without serious
injury.
Once Batten and his friend,
Dave Wilson, helped each per-
son get a harness on and double
checked them all, he proceeded
to give the attention grabbing in-
structions each person paid spe-
cial attention to. "The jump is the
most straight forward thing you
will deal with today," he said. He
encouraged his jumpers to look
straight ahead with a few other
bits of advice, then he went on to
describe coming back up once the
jumper is done bouncing around.
Batten explained it all very clearly
as coming back up is more dan-
gerous than the jump itself. "The
risks vary but a serious injury is
unlikely," he ~aid. "Small injuries,
like scrapes and stuff are a little
more common, unfortunately af-
ter the jump a lot of people go Into
a small form of shock and forget
the lessons they were taught at the
beginning of the day." Because of
the tendency to forget, Batten re-
peated all of the vital information
individually to each person before
they climbed onto the rail.
After the instruction, everyone
trooped out to the middle of the
bridge. together. Perrine bridge
was busy that day. Not only was
there a lot of honking and wav-
ing traffic, but there were six base
jumpers on the other side of the
bridge having their own adrena-
line rushes. One ofthe base jump-
ers, Greg, joined our crew to watch
a few jumps and even helped peo-
ple balance as they stood on the
rail for a few brief seconds before
they dove out over the canyon.
Setting up the bungee cord took
.about a half hour. Batten secured
the ISO-pound cord to the bridge
with 35,000 pound crane webbing.
That means that it would take
more weight than all the jumpers
combined (and then some) to rip
the anchor. The bungee cord itself
was actually four cords together,
each with a breaking strength of
2,850 pounds. This is one activity
where Batten knows that he can-
not be too careful.
Once everything was set up,
Batten strapped in the first brave
jumper and unceremoniously
helped him climb onto the rail.
As soon as he was standing com-
fortably (or at least with proper
balance) on the rail, Batten gave
him a countdown from five.
When he got to one, the jumper
plummeted 250 feet before he put
SlIe Bungee [pago?)
Rising Lion Reggae is coming to
youryird
The Lion Bend IS out on ItS ··Consclous MUSICFor
The People" Tour.
Blues Bouquet
, Oct.6
For more Informetlon cell 3'15-6605
Starlight MDuntain Theatn
Rnnounclng open eudrtrone for
·Some Like It Hot" The Muslcel
When : tuasdeu, Oct. 5, 200'1
TIme: 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Where: Anderson's Rer.ch [for rehesrsal)
3100 Eest Hubbsrd Roed, Merldlen, ID B36'12
For more mrornenon, cell Ed Deuls et [20B) '109-
751'1
·Ronl·
Come see the Pulitzer Prize and Tnnu Awerd-
winning Broedwa~ musrcel
The Morrison Canter
Oct. 5-6 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets ere 530-'17.50 for general adnnaston end
SIS for students.
ROracula'
The BOise Contemporer~ Theater preuteus ths
show on Oct 6-B end opens on Frlde~, Oct 9. Eech
night's performence begms et 8:00 p.m., end
the show runs Thur-sdaus throllgh Seturdeys
throughout October With e fmel performance on
Oct 31. Metmees are the saturdeus of Oct. 16 end
30 et 2:00 p.m.
Th'l Theatl's Arts Department ,.
features lWEI is a Dream'
Pedro Calderon de la Bsrce 's claSSIC pley teckles
such Idaes es free Will; control ouer our own hues,
. and the reality of the world eround us.
Morrl~on Center's Stege II
Oct 5-9 at 1:30 snd 2:00 p.m. Matinees ere on Oct
9 end 10.
2004 International Songwriling
Competition
The October 15 daedlme for the third annuel
lnternatmnal 50ngwrltlng Competition [15C) IS onl~
two weeks awe~. If ~ou ere en ertrat, songwrltar
Dr bend member looking to gem eKposure m the
musIc mdustr~, 15CIS the perfect opportunity
for ~ou. "In eddltlon to greet prizes, 15Coffers
the unique opportumt~ to haue I/our musIc heerd
b~ the most Impresslue group of Judges from e
uerlat~ of Industr~ backgrounds.
VISit www.songwrltmgcompetltlim.com for en entr~
form end other mformatlon, or to uploeLl your
songs.
First Thursday
Oct 7 IS First Thursda~ m downtown BOise. Check
out e free mght st the BOise Art Museum end at
usrlous art galleries m downtown BOise .
.. •
to her right for more comfortable
lighting. The author's reply, that
she would move over to the right
for the first and only time in her
life. ignited an uproar of laugh-
ter from the crowd.
Once relocated, she read an
article that she wrote for the on-
line magazine "Salon." The anti-
Bush article begged, "Haven't
the men in the White House
heard of karma?" While reading
the autobiographical essay on
faith, the author's pitch changed
to suggest dialogue or sarcasm
as she carried us through her
journey of confusion about the
current U.S. government and
its alms. When she broke down
and pleaded with God to give
her a sign, only to win a ham at
the local grocery mart, the au-
thor suggested, "maybe it was
Egyptian Theatre hosts
witty Anne Lamott
grounded herselfby sipping from
her water bottle and thanking
everyone for the warm welcome.
Lamott looked out at the crowd
and confessed that she wasn't
planning to start her reading
with a political charge but felt
the urge to mention an organi-
zation she supports, Mainstreet
Moms Opposing Bush (MMOB).
The author spoke passionately
about the Importance of voting
and encouraged audience mem-
bers to look into MMOB and the
work they do to help educate and
motivate unregistered single
mothers. She joked, "If there's a
staunch Republican at one of my
readings, well, there's1>een some
confusion."
Following this comment, an
event organizer returned to the
stage. Lamott turned to the au-
dience with eyebrows raised and
a smirk as the organizer suggest-
ed that she move to the podium
MICHRELR G. HERLIHY
Culture Writer
On Monday, Sept. 27, down-
.town Boise's Egyptian Theatre's
stage waSlit up by the quick wit of
author Anne Lamott. Mter a brief
introduction by Paul Shaffer, di-
rector of the Log Cabin literary
Center. Lamott took the stage.
Under bright lights, the dread-
locked, freshly 50-year-old au-
thor shuffled through notes and
82
the ham of God." She went on to
explain that she was annoyed by
the amount of time it takes God
to answer and joked that she is
more the instant message type.
After the reading the fo-
cus shifted to writing. Lamott
showed her empathy towards
aspiring writers and was very
humble, offering that she too
struggled with drafts and has sat
with a blank page many times
trying to calm the constant ra-
dio station, K-FK'D, that plays
in her hf;ad. She drew on her
past teaching experience at the
University of California Davis
to provide listeners with some
advice. She encouraged .the au-
dience to write the stories they
would want to come upon. She
also emphasized writing about
the "ickier" pans of yourself to
iril ,iifiit
show that you are human, and
write about the times when
something happens and you
don't have a page in your owner's
manual to guide you through it.
Lamott finished the night witil
a second reading from her latest
novel about friendship, "Blue
Shoe." Lamott described how
she draws on experiences from
her life and recreates situations
more vividly for her characters
to live them. After taking ques-
tions from the audience, fhe au-
thor gave thanks and headed to
the lobby to sign books.
Ifyou are interested in reading
Lamott's "Ham From God" or
other articles, you can fmd them
at www.salon.com. Her novels
are available at bookstore chains
nationwide as well as online.
CRone'sCapboaR~
wr 1711rh/of7S SdCTt?d pod wist'·
.Books ~ Stones
, MusIC ~ Gifts
;Mag/cal Supplies
we' have you-r
2005 cafenaers
3601 Overland JUJ.
BoIse. -IV 83705
(208) 333-0831 .
Open: .Mon - Sat lOam to 7pm. Sun llam to 5pm
ties. Though this was not his first
viewing of the parade, he praised
it saying, "It's neat to see people
of all ages who are supporters of
BSU. Anyone can come out and
enjoy it."
Bob Beamguard, who attended
BSU when it was a junior col-
lege, also enjoyed the event.
Beamguard and his wife Karen
have attended the parade for
many years. Mrs. Beamguard
fondly recalled riding in the
Boise State Junior College home-
coming parade many years ago,
while Mr. Beamguard acknowl-
edged that this year's event was
"bigger and better" than those'
held in previous years.
Though the parade lasted only
thirty minutes, planning for the
event began in March. According
to Jennifer Holaday, Student
Activities program assistant and
chief organizer of the parade,
.···Rulilegces'nubs
, . ,".".';.;'".'.'''''.1.' .....'.;";~".I'.'.".. .'lan"aS"IC. ,. -'
performance
Homecolllingpara.de
·flanntsBoise State's spirit
modern Ingredients such as Indle
rock and electroniCa to end up in
a place of their own creation.
Last Wednesday night Gomez, What they end up with Is a pre-
musical act extrac:irdlnalre from scription for some great music to
England, gave Boise a dose of chill out to. It is relaxed. but by no
their electrlc-psychedellc-roots- means boring. Perhaps It takes
rock medicine. In a word it was more than one listen to finally
good. It went down easy and pick up what exactly they're try-
cured what ailed us. What ailed Ing to convey with their songs,
us you ask? We were In need of but once you fmd it. nothing can
music that takes more than a replace it.
thirty-second attention span Some songs make you feel as If
to appreciate. Gomez delivered the tune never gets past the Intro,
with Increasing enthusiasm as but that's okay because it feels
the night progressed. The audi- good. It emits a sense that there
ence though, seemed to lose in- ,might not be a specific destina-
terest throughout the night. tion in mind. Other songs have
In a somewhat confusing lack a groove that you can't help but
ofrespect, half the audience talk- move some part ofyour body to.
ed over the band through the sec-' The lyrical themes run the
ond half of the show. Gomez, for' usual spectrum of pop music
their part, played very well and standards, from broken hearts to
with energy. They were profes- infatuation to general Interest in
sional, they interacted with the the human condition. Gomez's
audience, and they kept the show lyrjclsts gracefully convey the
running at a decent pace. There messages with the words that are
was no problem on the band's like instruments ofthelr own.
part. In fact they seemed to be From their first album, "Bring
genuinely enjoying themselves in it On," to their latest, "Split the
such an intimate setting. Agood- Difference," Gomez highlighted
sized portion of the audience, exactly why they get the. oppor-
though, decided not, to take the tunity to tour America. Their live
band seriously. It just reinforces shows give an audience the op-
the idea that many people won't port unity to join them in their
truly pay attention to music that search for the perfect music.
Isn't familiar to them. All this and they still had
Despite the lackluster audi- enough energy to do a long en-
ence, Gomez played a top notch core.
set drawing equally from their On that night In Boise, Idaho,
four studio albums. Gomez put their all Into their
Their sound, kept generally performance and gained a few
consistent, draws mainly from new fans in the process despite
'70s folk and rock standards that the number who decided con-
they probably grew up on as a re- versation was more Important
suit of listening to their parents' than the reason for the event In
records. While they never got as the first place. Those who didn't
loud and mean as Led Zeppelin make it to the show should check
did or as spaced out as Pink Floyd, out one of their albums (anyone
they draw equally from both would be good), which are avail-
schools of thought with some able at all major and minor re-
added streaks of folk and sixties cord stores. They may just be the
psychedelic music. Somewhere band you never knew you wanted
in the middle Gomez adds some to hear.
'.BY JUSTIN PRESCOTT
Culture IIrater
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BY OANIELLE UERHULP
Newe IIrlter
Saturday's Homecoming
Parade, was a spirit-filled event
for BSUstudents and fans alike:
The parade, which featured
thirty entries, traveled along
Myrtle. Broadway, and University
streets.
,A variety of student orga-.
ntzations participated In the
Homecoming Parade, includ-
ing ASBSU,the Women's Center,
the Environmental Health Club,
Towers Residence Hall, and
the BSU Auto Body Collision
Coalition. In addition, each BSU
Greek organization rode In the
parade.
Some student groups chose
to adorn old vehicles with blue
and orange signs, porn porns,
and other decorations, while
others opted to design an origi-
nal float. One such float created
by the, Student Association of
Radiologic Technology featured
a flat bed truck covered In hay
bales, a skeleton decked out In
Bronco wear, and a sign that read
"Break Their Bones." The club's
creative energies were rewarded
with the Grand Marshal Award.
Several other awards were
given out to parade entries In-
cluding the President's Award re-
ceived by Alpha Chi Omega and
awards for the most artistic float,
the most musical float, and the
entry with the most matching
students.
'Also Included in the parade
were community organizations
wishing to show off their Bronco
pride. One ofthe most prominent
groups was the Corvette Club
whose entry included approxi-
mately forty classic Corvettes.
Another community-sponsored
entry was the Julia Davis Boise
Tour Train. The two-car train
carried numerous vice presi-
dents and deans ofBSU.
Tha Blue Thunder Marching Bend entertelnlng the crowds of Bronco fane. Klde
rush onto Broedwey Rue, ~s the Rlumnanoet tosses candu their wey.
Additionally, political candl-
dates used the parade to gener-
ate support for the upcoming
election. Many of these candi-
dates used creative means to get
their messages across to the pub-
lic.For example, two Individuals
concealed In masks of President
George W. Bush and Vice-
President Dick Cheney handed
out flyers to those along the pa-
raderoute.
The sidewalks were packed
with enthusiastic BSU support-
ers, waving and cheering for
each group. The younger specta-
tors delighted in the handfuls of
candy handed to them. Overall,
the parade seemed to be built on
significant community support.
Paul Samson was one such
supporter. Samson, a supervisor
at Fusion Packaging in Nampa,
brought his seven-person crew
with him to enjoy the festivi-
Crossing the
Career Center Services
CHRIS RLTERS
Culture Writer
There aren't too many people
hanging out at the Neurolux on
a Wednesday night. That's good
because I hate big crowds. It's
nice to have some breathing
room, even if the waitress's ciga-
rette smoke is drifting straight
into my face as Iorder a beer at the
bar. I'm out for some live music
and a cool buzz. There's a four-
piece band playing on the other
side ofthe barroom. They're up
on stage, across the dim spread of
mostly empty tables. There are a
few eyes turned up to the band as
they belt out country tunes but
it's mostly background noise for
the din of conversation. I'm more
interested in hearing the next
band play so I join the chatter in
the back, among the pool tables.
That's where Imet the sixmem-
bers of Mendoza Line. I had spo-
ken with the guitar player, Tim,
Call: (208) 426-1747 to make an appointment,
-or-
visit our website at http://career.boisestate.edu
Career Planning
M~jor Exploration
Interview Training
Job List.ings
Resume & cover-Letter
Assistance
a week before in a cell phone
conversation. They were travel-
ing outside of Tucson, AZ head-
ing west across the desert for
a gig in San Diego. Most of the
members, he explained, are from
the Washington D.C. area. They
met at a bar near Georgia Tech
where their lead singer Shannon
is from. Tim described Mendoza
Lint; as "a folk band with some
country elements." They like to
think of themselves "in the tra-
dition of Richard Thompson or
[Bob}Dylan." Wednesday night, I
learned they could also rock pret-
ty hard.
Now, talking with the group
in person, I realized that three
weeks on the road could take a lot
out of you. They were excited to
play but fresh in from Seattle. The
hotel room beds down the street
seemed like a big priority to most
of them. They loved to travel,
drummer Shane explained, but I
PalIIIs a
warning signal ...
(Help is on the way.)
Romance Specialists
tastefully present
.Romance Enhancement
products. sensual' Aids,
Lingerie and more In
the comfort of y~ur
bwn home.
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information
&f~baf
expressions
music. spoken word· dance
there were many changes in
the parade's structure this year.
This year's parade was the first
to ever be held on a game day.
Consequently, the starting time
for the event was moved from the
.standard 3:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m,
In addition, the parade 'entries
followed a different route than
they had in years past. Overall,
Holaday was pleased with the
success of the event. "We had a
great time and a lot of support
from the school," she said.
endeaa Line
I'![DT'(] DY IffiISTA AIlAHStiHE AfUlm:fi
MendolB Lane
prnurdaa en tndra pop
anuu-cnmant on their
tour through BOise.
They pleyed at the
NeuroluH. Wednesdey,
Sept, 29.
could tell they were
all a little tired. As
they took the stage,
the room began to
fill with people. After
a brief soundcheck,
they lit up with a
slow country tune-
the easy dips of a
slide guitar began to
hush the barroom
noise. Then Shannon
started to sing. Her
steady voice drifted
through the crowd
and the idle chatter
was doused.
"Mendoza Line"
is a term used in the
baseball world, af-
ter Mario Mendoza
from the Seattle Mariners who
played during the seventies. He
was a solid fielder but never had
above a .218 batting average.
"Subsequently, a batting aver-
age of .200 became known as
the Mendoza Line which you're
either above or below as a sort
benchmark for mediocrity," Tim
explained in our earlier phone
conversation. On Wednesday
night, they crossed that line.
Several people got up to dance
when Mendoza Line turned out
a tune with a solid rock 'n' roll
feel. The band began to gener-
ate energy, bringing people to
their feet. It felt as If the group
fed on the enthusiasm, rolling
in and out of country, folk and
rock tunes with more and more
exuberance, After the song.'Let's
Not Talk About It" from their
fifth album, "Fortune," those
who weren't dancing were up on
their feet clapping and cheering.
The group played their final song
and tried to slip offstage but the
excited crowd wouldn't let them
go. After repeated chants of "one
more song," they were at It again
with an unrecorded final song.
Mendoza Line was off to Salt
Lake City in the morning but
Shannon promised to return to
Boise sometime. "People here are
really nice," she said.
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BSUfinds "Whose line" It really IS
TRRUIS ESTUDLD
Culture Writer
We found out whose line it was
on Thursday night. Half the time
it's Brad's line. Half the time, it's
Colin's line. And the rest of the
time, it's the lines of a seemingly
drunk audience, heaving sugges-
tions at two amazingly funny im-
prov comedians.
Homecoming week marked
the arrival of a celebrity comedy
duo, the likes of which Boise has
perhaps never seen. Playing to
a more than three-quarters full
house at the Morrison Center on
Sept 30, Brad Sherwood and Colin
Mochrie kept their audience in
the throws of laughter all eve-
ning.
Much as Brad had predicted, the
staging had many games straight
from the hit show "Whose Line Is
It Anyway" and several that have
never been seen on television.
The pair called audience mem-
bers up out of their seats for near-
ly every bit they performed. Each
participant received a "Rent"
t-shirt or hat for their 'trouble.
Actually, a recurring theme
throughout the night was that,
"Rent", the Broadway musical
would be coming to the Morrison
Center next week.Brad and Colin
joked that they were sure an act
on a prior night must have given
away t-shirts with "An Evening
With Brad Sherwood and Colin
Mochrie" on them, since they had
none with their own names on
them -to distribute. One musical
sketch saw Brad tailing off a song ,
with "Though I know you're heav-
en-sent, come and see the show
called 'Rent.''' And later Colin
quipped. "You know what's in-
teresting? The show is "Rent," but
you have to buy the shirt. Makes
you think."
Highlights from the show also
included the following:
_ ) Searching for suggestions ear-
lyon, an audience member shout-
ed "mannequin piss" at Brad.
) While playing a game where
audience volunteers honked a
horn to make the comedians re-
state whatever clever line they
had just uttered, Brad was try-
ing to offer Colin a cocktail as a
break from building their tree
house. After several honks, he
somehow arrived at "Tab and
Metamucil,' Colin described'
the concoction:"Bit of a caffeine
buzz, and goes right through ya."
Brad reinforced the sentiment
with, "Over the teeth and past
the gums; look out colon, here it
comes."
) When Doug, a local livestock
and pet sitter, was chosen from'
the audience, he was "inter-
viewed" byBrad while Colin acted
out the descriptions ofDoug's job.
The conversation turned to sheep
and how dumb they are. Brad
ventured, "I guess you can't teach
them to count because they'd fall
asleep, wouldn't they?"
) Performing a bit where every
few moments they had to change
the style of movie they were act-
ing in, the guys descended into a
pornographic film. Brad: "Let me
get out my tool. Zip. Thud."
Brad and Colin mentioned their
newest television venture, "The
Drew Carey Green Screen Show,"
is debuting on the WB network
on Thursday night. It's another
improv show In front of a screen,
where after, the sketches have
been filmed, they are shipped off
to some of the world's best ani-
mators to fill in the background
action. In an' attempt to make
viewers switch over to their pro-
gram, Brad and Colin spl1led the
beans on how the rival Thursday
night hit show "Survivor" finale
would play out this season. Brad
revealed that "Someone really
dirty, stinky and under fed wins"
this time.
Commenting on their in-eve-
ning competition, Brad also men-
tioned that "The only dumber
thing you could see two men do
tonight is have a presidential de-
bate."
The evening ended with a skit
where Colin had to leave the room.
On his way out, he grabbed the
hand of a cute young girl to exit
with. In his absence, Brad coaxed
the crowd into supplying the de-
tails of a supposed crime Colin
had committed. Upon returning,
Colin" with only half-supplied
clues from Brad and audience ap-
plause, had to "confess" (in the
form of guessing) exactly what
he had been wearing, what crime
had transpired, where it went
down, and what evidence he had
left behind. The last thing Colin
said on stage was "Wearing an or-
[freaks'-,'ot"n8tu~sJ-...."""'~"""""_:_-
Don't pollute,
ride a bike
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The Best Student Bikes: RPersonal Aeulew
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BY OLIUIR LINN
SpeCial to tha Arbiter
For anyone out there who has
ever considered the worthiness of
investing in a bike, here is a small
guide to help you distinguish the
differences between many styles
of bikes and help you decide
which one is right for you. This
is for students from a student.
The ultimate goal is to encour-
age everyone to cut down on toxic
emissions, which poison our air,
by seeking alternative means of
transportation ... bikes!!
I feel a need to preface this ar-
ticle by saying that it contains
only my own opinions. Also, I am
no expert on the subject of bikes; I
only deeply love and admire them
in their various forms and func-
tions. I own three bikes myself,
one of each of the three types I
will mention here, and I am fa-
miliar with them in their indi-
vidual contexts. What I am here to
tell you today is which bike I feel
best accommodates the student's
lifestyle and why.
I··::'1.-i
Road bikes
are usually
lightweight,
averag-
ing about
17 pounds,
and - typi-
cally have a
fairly delicate, rigid frame. They
can be found with either smooth
or knobby tires. but the tire will
always be dangerously narrow
looking. The handles have drops
and curl inward, which places the
rider, ideally, in a horizontal po-
sition to accommodate aerody-
namics and increase speed. Road
bikes are used for racing and tour-
ing and do not make an ideal stu-
dent bike. _
Since the frame is stiff and
relatively delicate, it doesn't ab-
sorb shock well. The rider's body
absorbs the shock instead. Both
the rider and the bike _would -
take a beating on gravel, choppy
dirt. road construction and road
grates. You've got to imagine that
you might come across any num-
ber of obstacles in your day and
both the bike 'and you have to
survive the trip. Another key dis-
advantage is that students tend to
haul around all sorts of stuff and;
ona road bike, since the rider Is
iIi a potentially horizontal posl-
tlon, a big fat backpack or even
commuter bags will slide all over
the place and lead to fatigue. The
tires of a road bike, especially
when smooth, are dangerous,
even to professional riders, when
the weather turns wet and there's
any amount of moisture or ice on
the ground. I've gotten my fair
share of road rash scars from try-
ing to negotiate turns in the rain.
Bnough said.
Mountain
bikes are
available in
all sorts of
combina-
tions. Hard
body, hard
tail, and
front or full-suspension are terms
used to define whether or not the
bike has any sort of air or spring
shockabsorption,andifso, where.
Overall, mountain bikes are pret-
ty beefy and though the goal is
to keep them lightweight, they
can range in weights of up to 50
pounds. The frames are generally
built to survive substantial im-
pact, so jumping over curbs and
negotiating choppy terrain are
reasonable options. You can gen-
erally expect wide, knobby tires
on these bikes and they handle all
sorts ofweather ideally. I rank this
style of bike at number two.
Here's a quick list of why. The
cost of a mountain bike can be
substantial. I wouldn't encourage
anyone to invest over $500 on a
piece of equipment that runs high
risk of being stolen. I understand
that there are lots of good deals
and beater: bikes out there to al-
leviate this concern, but there are
additional reasons.
If you've ever experienced sad-
dle soreness then you already
know where I'm going with this.
There are times when I pride my-
self on my level of crotch numb-
ness. It is, to me, the mark of an
athlete to ride miles and miles
and not feel pain afterwards. Let's
get real though. everyone prefers
comfort to burning. I have found
that most road and mountain
bike seats (even the squishy ones)
_are responsible for this discom-
fort. Another concern is that I also
see a lot of mountain bike riders
still leaning way out over the top
bar of their bikes. While carrying
a heavy load of anything, this just
isn't ideally comfortable. (I will
say, however, that my mountain
Cruisers:
I have fall-
en in love
with my
cruiser. In
fact, I have
nothing
bad to say
about it. My mother came to vis-
it, and together we have named it
"the sofa." It's just that comfy. At ...- -1 -----.
$200 for a shiny, new, one-speed
cruiser, they're very cost-effective
as well. Though heavy, they can
hold up to a beating. (I've been
launching mine off of one-foot
drops near my house; I don't en-
courage more.) Though they don't
usually have any suspension, the
big, juicy tires seem to absorb all
impact. The seats are huge, ergo-
nomic booty-cushions and when
sitting on a cruiser you'll typically
be in a fully upright, "posture-
pedic" position. Plus, I can stand
up straight on my pedals without
bending to hold onto the handle-
bars.
It's not only easy, but also ap-
propriate to install a basket on a
, cruiser. It adds to the keen vintage
appeal. This very appeal is also
the reason why I feel comfortable
adding otherwise silly things to
my bike: streamers, bells, whis-
tles, ribbons, funny squeaky toys,
and cup holders. I saw a guy last
week with fuzzy low-rider fringe L-- ~=~~~::::;... __I
Forget the monthly bu. pa,,' Becovse for I.. , money. you can be driving a
Derbl - going eo'y on tho enYironment, ge"ing cheep lnsurcnce, preferred
parking, and a warranty, tool How cool I. Ihol? And oh, yooh: it's a Dmbi -
what 1M ~ is riding_ Test drive on. todoyI Ask about Student Discounts
Scooters Of Boise
747 South 13th
Across from the Post Office
ange traffic cone, an Oscar Meyer
weiner costume, and a French
maid outfit, I kissed my neigh-
bor's Christmas tree, pierced my
nipples with a crochet needle
and danced like James Brown, in
Pocatello, at Smack Daddy's sugar
dealer, with a tumbleweed and
a prosthetic forehead." It sorta
comes off like a demented game
PlIITTO BY I1ICHAE EWAliDEt!i,TlIE ARDITIR
Brad Shaerwood [Iert] and Colm
Mochrle (right] strike a pose alter
a night 01 laughtar and games at the
Morrison Center With writer and ran, .
Trauls Estunld.
of Clue.
Brad Sherwood and Colin
Mochrie left the stage to a stand-
ing ovation.
Bungee [lrolpageS]
bike does put me in a near-upright
riding position.)
dangling off of the handlebars. If
you plan on commuting by cruis-
er (or any bike for that matter) in
inclement weather this year, I rec-
ommend checking out knobby or
studded tires. Just yesterday, as I
was sailing down the Friendship
Bridge, I braked hard through a
puddle and spun a one-eighty. My
tires were a little slick, but don't
"worry, I survived.
-any tension on the cord. Then
his body weight would stretch
the cord about another 200
feet before it wouid fling him
back up in the air. The jumper
would bounce around, usually
getting four big recoils before
he was ready to be pulled back
up. Batten encouraged every-
one to enjoy the view, The can-
yon down in 1\vin Falls is abso-
lutely breathtaking, even when
viewed upside down.
Batten . used manpower
to hoist jumpers back to the
bridge. If you're not jumping
you are helping retrieve the
jumper. It was quite a smooth
ride back to the top with Batten
waiting to help the jumper
back onto the bridge's concrete
and give him a hi-five.
There were both men and
women jumping ranging in
age from early twenties to mid-
forties. Batten said that fear is
pretty much the only thing that
keeps people from jumping, so
factors such as age do riot have
to hold anybody back.
Chris Batten and bungee
expeditions jump three main
bridges in Idaho. The Perrine
Bridge is his personal favorite
and costs $100 to jump. Next is
the Hanson Bridge for $80 and
the Glenns Ferry Bridge for a
mere $40. The cost depends
on the height of the bridge
and pales in comparison to
the rush you feel as you drop.
When dropping off the Perrine
Bridge, Batten reminds jump-
ers that they will reach maxi-
mum velocity, which further
adds to the excitement.
As the popularity of extreme
sports grows, so does the de-
mand for bungee jumping.
Every year, more people are
hurling their bungeed bodies
around the world. The sport
also continues to get safer each
year with new inventions and
innovations. Whether it is to
. conquer fear or just have a blast
many people have a life goal to
go bungee jumping. It seems to
be the ultimate mastery of fear,
and you would be hard pressed
to find anything else that will
glve you as much of the craved
adrenaline rush that the ex-
treme sports generation craves
so much. I guess the next step
is to join the base jumpers on
the other side of the bridge.
If you want to go over the
edge, the bridge is wait-
ing for you. You can contact
Chris Batten and Bungee
Expeditions at 20B-362-7119,or
you can contact him on his
Web site www.bungee-expedi-
tions.com. Thank heaven for
history majors.
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USRTDDRY/CORCHESPOlL [10,3]
i. USC{'i5J 'i-O
2. Oklahoma [12J'i-0
3. Gaorgla [IJ ~-O
'i. Miami [Fla.J [2J'i ..0
S. TaKas 'i-O
ii. Ruburn 5-0
1. California 3-D
B. Florida State 3-1
9. Ulrglnla'i-O
10. Purdue 'i~0
11.Utah 5~0
12. Florlde 3-1
13. Mlnnesote 5-0
l'i. Michigan 'i~1
IS. Ohio State 3-1 '
16. Wisconsin S~O
17.Tennassaa 3-1
lB. Wast Ulrglnla 'i-I
IS.BolS! Statu s-o
20. Loulauilia 'i-O
2\. Oklahoma 5tata 'i-O
22. RrlZona 5tata 5-0
23. Maryland 3-1
2'i. L5U 3-2
25. NCStat a 3-1
DROPPEDOUT:'
No;111'rlsno Stlts
(3-1, lost. to Loulslsns
Tech 28-21]
RLSORECEIUING
UOTES:
Mlssour, (3-1) ~6;.
Vlrglnls Tech (3-2) 31;
Southsrn MI.sls.slpjJl
[3-0J 30; Fresno
Stste [3-1) 2B; South
Cerollns [~-l) 20;
TeNs, RaM[3-1] 11;
Rrken.ss [3-2J 9;
Boston College (~-Ij 1;
Nsbrssks (3-IJ
RP POLL[10.3]
I. .USC('i6) 'i-D.
2. Oklahoma [l2J'i-0
3. Gaorgla (lJ 'i-O
.'i. Miami [Fla.] (2) 'i-O
5. TaKas 'i-O
5. Ruburn 5-0
7. California 3-0
B. Florida Stata 3-1
Purdua'i-O
10. Virginia s-n
11.Utah 5-0
12. Florida 3-1
13. Mlnnasota 5-0
l'i. MichIgan 'i-I
15. Wisconsin 5-0
16. WastUlrglnla'l-1
11. Tannassaa 3-1
lB. Ohio Stata 3-1
19. Rrlzona Stat a 5-0
20. toursuille 'i-O
2l.Boise State 5-0
22. Oklahoma Stata 'i-O
23. Maryland 3-1
2'i. LSU 3-2
25. South Carolina 'i-I
BSU lose to Rice
but defeat Tulsa
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer
Boise State volleyball lost in four games against
Rice Thursday night but came back to defeat Tulsa
in five on Saturday afternoon. Rice is ranked 30th
in the nation and played to win Thursday night
against the Broncos. The Broncos fought hard in
game one and only lost by two with a final score of
28-30. The Broncos came out with a win of 30-21
in game two. Rice then rallied to win games three
and four, 30-18and 30-20. Itwas a tough loss as Rice
ended the Broncos four-game winning streak.
Saturdays match against Tulsa was intense.
Tulsa dominated play in game one defeating the
Broncos 30-22. Bronco middle blocker Cameron
Flunder attacked the ball as soon as play began in
game two. Bronco outside hitter/middle blocker
Kim Fenneman served up an ace to accompany
Flunder's vicious kills to put the Broncos up by
four in the first minutes of play. Tulsa gave up six
points before scoring. Tulsa's blocking presence at
the net was solid but not enough to dominate play
in game two. The Broncos won game two 30-18.
In game three both teams were fired up. Bronco
middle blocker Heather Malaschak gave the
Broncos a solid blocking force at the net. Tulsa
answered back reluctant to allow the Broncos to
break away and dominate. Tulsa had fast reaction
time and matched the Broncos point for point.
'Iulsa played tough. Bronco outside hitter Jamie
Claussen attacked the ball while Fenneman con-
tinued to serve up the aces. The outcome of game
three came down to the last three points. The
Broncos broke away and won 30-28.
In the first few minutes of play in game four,
· Tulsa's leading scorer outside hitter Joyce Silvawas
, taken out of the game due to an ankle injury. The
: Broncos tried to capitalize on the opportunity but
, Tulsa played even tougher to make up for Silva's
absence. As they did in game three, Tulsa matched
the Broncos point for point. The Broncos hustled
· to keep the volley going. Tulsa aimed for the center
ofthe court as the Broncos scrambled back to for-
mationafter saving the ball. In a time out for the
Broncos, head coach Scott Sandel tried to get the
team focused. "Focus on one point at a time ...out-
side hitters your eyes should be big," said Sandel.
The Broncos played smart but Tulsa played
tough defense to keep the winning momentum on
; their side. Tulsa's strategy proved effective as they
: won game four 30-26. Game five left the match
: wide open for either team. The Broncos were de-
: terrnined to win on homecoming day. "It Is time
: to play with heart," said Malaschak. The Broncos
~ played with heart and muscle in game five. Again
; both teams went point for point In the opening
: minutes of the game. Bronco outside hitter Telia
: Peterson fired the ball to the outside to get the
.: Broncos fired up. Claussen came up big again in
: game five with a soft tip over the net between two
I of Tulsa's blockers. Flunder continued to drive
, the ball to the middle as Malaschak and Peterson
: teamed up to block at the net. The Broncos won
: game five 15-9 to take the match 3-2.
: 'fulsa played tough and matched the Broncos In
: total team blocks with 14. The defining element
: in the Broncos victory came down to the num-
: ber of kills. 'fulsa recorded 65 total kills while the
• Broncos recorded 74. Cameron Flunder was re-
: sponsiblefor21 ofthose 74kills, 19kills belonged to
: Telia Peterson, and 14to Jamie Claussen. Heather
: Malaschak had eight kills and eight blocks. Kim
: Fenneman recorded five kills, 16 defensive digs,-
• nine blocks, and five aces. The Broncos are now 3-
.: 1 in conference play and will be on the road this
: week with a match against Hawaii on Oct. 8 and a
: match against San Jose State on Oct. 10.
•~
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Broncos take down
SMU before much
needed bye week
BY JRMES BRKER
Sports Writer
consecutive sell-out crowd
of 30, 322, and keep their
trio of winning streaks go-
ingstrong.
BSUextended the nation's
longest home game win-
ning streak to 22, the na-
tion's best overall to 16, and
the second longest against
opponents in the Western
Athletic Conference to 21,
the record of 25 being set by
BYUin the '80s.
Things did, however, start
off shaky once again for BSU
when sophomore quarter-
back Jared Zabransky threw
an interception that was
caught by SMU's junior de-
fensive hack Alvin Nnabuife
and returned 53 yards for
a touchdown. The strong-
willed Broncos were able to
shake it off and register a 39-
yd return by Quintin Jones
on the following kick-off.
The offense then drove the
ball the remainder of the
field, and promptly scored
on a loyd run from junior
Antwaun Carter to tie up
the game.
From here, things only
got better for the galloping
Broncos as SMU failed to
produce C'1 their next drive
ar .as forced to punt. In
what would later be named
as the Play of the Game, se-
nior and standout player
Chris Carr caught the punt
at the BSU 22, and ran it
back all the way to end zone
for 78 yards and another
Bronco seven points. Carr
also finished the game with
three tackles, over 100yards
combined for kick and punt
returns, an interception,
and the Player of the Game
award.
BSU continued to add
insult to injury as they fol-
lowed with two unanswered
TD's with a gorgeous 34-
yard connection to senior
wide receiver T.J.Acree from
Zabransky followed by a
15-yd pass to sophomore
fullback Brad Lau to make
the score 28-7. At the con-
clusion of the first half, the
Broncos managed to gain a
total of225 yards and 15first
downs, while the Mustangs
struggled to pull in a total of
35 yards. and only one first
down.
SMU did eventually get
back into the swing of things
with- a 20-yard touchdown
reception by Mustangs wide
out Ryan Kennerly, but BSU
answered right back with a
field goal from NFLprospect
kicker Tyler Jones, and then
a 17-ydTD run from Bronco
receiver Lawrence Bady.
The fourth quarter start-
ed off rather interesting for
both teams, with back-to-
back interceptions from
both quarterbacks, with
SMU nabbing the first one
from Zabransky followed
by Carr taking SMU quar-
terback Tony Eckert's pass
into BSU's end zone for a
touchback. The remainder
of the fourth quarter al-
most turned scoreless, un-
til the Mustangs' WR Matt
Rushbrook caught a 27-yard
touchdown pass from quar-
terback Jared Romo with
1:16 left on the clock. BSU
freshman linebacker Josh
Bean was able to block the
PAT, leaving SMU stranded
with 20 points.
It was all but over at this
point for the Broncos as they
earned yet another win on
the Smurf'furf and finished
the day with over 420 total
yards of total offense (218
pass and 208 rush) and 26
first downs. The Mustangs
were able to finish with 302
total yards, rushing for only
55. Zabransky concluded
the game going 20-for-31,
190 yards, and two touch-
downs. BSU'sleading rusher
for the day was Carter with
98 yards and one TO.
Boise State has next week-
end off, but they travel to
'fulsa on Oct. 16 as they
try and .blow away the
Hurricanes and keep all
their winning streaks in-
tact. Thev then take on the
Fr~sno Bulldogs the follow-
ing week on Oct. 23 to prove
who's really the conference
top dog and rightful owners
ofWACbragging rights.
Undefeated,
yes. Bes
ready? No
BY TREUOR HORN
Sports Writer
Perhaps the most repeti-
tive thing anyone heard this
past Homecoming Saturday
night at Bronco Stadium,
other than of course, the
BSU Fight Song, was an-
nounced time and time
again over the PAsystem.
"And that's another
Bronco ...FIRST DOWN!"
Just how many times you
ask? Only 26.
After a nail-biter against
BYU last Friday that went
down to the wire, the now
19th ranked Boise State
turned this Week's match
against 1-3 (1-0) Southern
Methodist University into
an impressive-offensive
display for the Broncos, as
they defeated the Mustangs
38-20 in front of a fourth
l""'l.f
If a tree falls
In the woods
and no one IS
there to hear
It, does It
make a sound?
If BOise State
beats SMUby 18
and looks nuna
the better
from It, does
that consti-
tute a win?
Well, on the latter, sure. But,
how far can this team go when it
looks like the offense is sputter-
Ing at times through the game.
None of us are in the huddle
listening to what's going on. We
aren't there in the locker room,
or on the practice field-but you
still have to wonder where this
season may go.
A bye week will do the Broncos
some much needed help. It will
allow Derek Schouman to get
healthy. Sherm Blaser and Andy
Weldon filled in well this week.
But, this Is not the team we saw
beat Oregon State three weeks
ago. It may be the same team that
pulled out a fourth quarter win
against UTEP--definitely not a
team that the Broncos should
have needed to battle against.
And, let's try to forget last week's
game versus BYU.
ESPN Sportscenter anchor, Jon
Anderson, after the highlights of
Saturday's win said, "ho hum, an-
other win," for the Broncos. But
was it?We shall see in the coming
weeks.
Then there's Fresno State, who
were beat by La Tech Saturday.
There will be no College Gameday
coming to campus on October
23. There is no hope of two top-
15 teams from a non-BCS confer-
ence dueling It out. But, is there
hope for the Broncos to still make
it to a BCSbowl game? Not play-
Ing this way. Not by beating an
SMU team by only 18, and seven
of those coming off an intercep-
tion that was wide open to the
end zone for the Mustangs in the
first quarter. Itwill take huge wins
for the rest of the season, starting
next week in Tulsa, The BCSwill
not come looking for the Broncos
if they are beating a junior varsity
team like SMU by 18. They need
to roll up on teams like this, and
need to start next week.
The greatest thing about all
of this-the leaders on the team
understand that a win is not just
awin.
Never look ahead. Hawkins
plays each game like it's the only
game. But, as fans, you have to
wonder now if La Tech can be
spoilers to both the Broncos, and
.Fresno State. After Ryan Moats,
the most underrated running
back in college football, ran over
the Bulldog defense for 233-only
his third best performance of the
season-what will he do to us on
the final game of the season for
the Broncos on the Blue?
f Is this team BCSbowl ready? I'd
have to humbly say no right now,
but lets see how the bye. week
treats the Broncos.
moms BY STANUY EREV,'5ITRmIE ARDlTER
[top! Bronco running beck lee
Merks gets knocked off hiS feet In
the Seturday night ulctory ouer
SMU.
[eboue] Freshmen defenslue back
Rustin Smith hss done a solid Job
returning kicks end plsYlng In the
Bronco secondsry behind ChriS
Cerr.
Cheese...
delicious meabs, lebbuce,
ckles, bomabo and chips.
Over 30 satiisfying
ndwiches and salads
, lunch, dinne~ picnics
AnrinArhiAC ._ ...... .--~ .........-......
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. ". ..' find out whether he or zi-game
winner Curt Schilling would
start the Red Sox's first playoff
game shortly before his last start.
Francona said Martinez took the
news he would get the ball for
Game 2 "about as professional as
you could be."
Schilling, 8-0 with a 2.15
ERA in his last nine starts, will
pitch 'Iuesday's playoff opener.
Francona said Bronson Arroyo
and Tim Wakefield will pitch
Games 3 and 4 in some order,
with floundering Derek Lowe
bumped to the bullpen.
"Petey and I had talked about
it before," Schilling said. "I think
we both knew that regardless of
who got the start, the other guy
would be okay with it. We both
understand what's at stake here
and it's a lot bigger than either of
our egos."
And when the stakes are high,
Martinez has typically been at
his best. He's 3-0 with a 2.61 ERA
in division series games and 4-1
with a 3.10 ERAin eight postsea-
son appe,arances.
"He's going to go in Game 2
and I'm really okay with that,"
Francona said. "What's happened
with New Yorkand in Tampa Bay
will be so far in the rearview mir-
ror-what his comments were--I
, don't think it will have any im-
pact on how he pitches in that
game."
What makes the manager so
sure?
"Look at his career," he said.
"That's how I know."
BY ROGER RUBIN
Naw York OSllp Naws
said. "Butyou don't see a Iotthat's
different between the way he is
pitching now and they way he
was pitching several weeks ago
... His command hasn't been as
good, but his mechanics look the
same."
Another scout had a much dim-
mer view of Martinez's slump,
suggesting it may be the begin-
ning of the end for the undersized
32-year-old righthander.
"I saw him a couple of weeks
ago. He looked like he might've
had a tired arm," that scout said.
"His velocity was down and his
stuff was not sharp. Even his
change, which is great, didn't
have the same movement, the
same sink, that it usually does. I
don't know if he's come down a
notch, but I'm beginning to be-
lieve that. He gets to the fifth or
sixth inning and he starts to wear
down. You may not see an over-
powering pitcher again. When I
saw him, his stuff was a little flat.
He's a notch below what he was,
that's all, and I think it's a perma-
nent thing. You may not see the
derstands the psychological side
of this game better than most."
But Martinez can't seem to un-
derstand what's happening to his
game, saying "maybe I am throw-
ing too many strikes" and "I am
not hitting my targets." Whatever
is happening, over his last four
starts, he is 0-4 with a 7.71ERA.
Martinez's 16wins tie him with
Chicago ace Mark Buehrle for
sixth in the American League and
his 212 innings pitched are more
than he's thrown since 2000, but
his 3.90 ERAis the highest of his
career and more than a run over
his previous high with the Red
Sox, a 2.89 mark in his first year
with Boston, 1998.
In the past, any struggles
Martinez has had could usually
be linked to injury - but not any-
more. He hasn't missed a start
all season. And in each start of
his four-game losing streak, he's
been able to hit high velocities.
"He is a somewhat different
pitcher than he was years ago in
that he's rationing the overpow-
ering mid-90s fastball," one scout.
BALTIMORE--Pedro Martinez
is in the worst slump of his ca-
reer, losing four straight starts for
the first time ever-and his swag-
ger, too.
After his latest loss to the Devil
Rays on Tuesday, Martinez sug-
gested his pitching doesn't mer-
it being named Game 5 starter
for the ALDS, and those words
came with his declaration that
the Yankees are "my daddy" still
hanging in the air.
Martinez has been one of base-
ball's most confident and effec-
tive pitchers for most of the past
decade. Suddenly, he appears
to be neither. Was this really the
man who wanted to wake up the
Bambino and "drill him in the
(rear)?"
"If you take Petey's words at
face value, it shows you don't un-
derstand him," Gabe Kapler said.
"He's a ferocious competitor and
he's extraordinarily confident.
He's a brilliant pitcher and he un-
first four pitches.
In his loss to the Bombers.
at Fenway four days later, four
Yankees hits came on one of the
first three pitches of an at-bat. In
the loss to Tampa Bay Tuesday,
three runs scored on hits that
came in the first three pitches of'
anat-bat.
Martinez went to Francona to
guy from a couple ofyears ago." .
While Martinez is morphlng
into a different pitcher, teams are
also changing the way they attack
him. The Yankees always used to
grind Martinez down with long
at-bats, but when they beat him
in New York on Sept. 19, many
were swinging early-the Yankees
scored two runs on Martinez's
Northwestern stuns OhiOSlale In DuerllmeDown 27, San Jose
State defeats Rice, 70-
63, for record score
of the seventh-ranked Buckeyes
(3-1,0-1) pretty mediocre as well.
The Cats took a 27-17lead on the
first play of the fourth quarter
when Herron wedged in from 1
yard out to match Northwestern's
highest point total against Ohio
State since 1982.
for the victory.
"If you want to know what re-
sponding looks like, you just did
it," Northwestern coach Randy
Walker told his players.
What no one would have pre-
dicted was that the Northwestern
offense would render the defense
missed from 40 yards on the first
overtime series .'
Brett Basanez ran 21 yards.on
Northwestern's second overtime
play to the Ohio State 3-yard line.
TWo' plays later, Noah Herron
blewthrough a huge hole in the
middle of the Buckeyes' defense
BY JOHN MULj.IN
Chicago. Tribune
EVANSTON,1Il.--Northwestern
defensive tackle Luis Castillo mat-
ter-of-factly desc;ibed the Ohio
State offense last week as "me-
diocre." Before a Buckeyes-domi-
nated crowd of 47,130 Saturday
night at Ryan Field, Castillo and
his teammates made the assess-
ment stand up with a 33-27 over-
time victory.
The victory was Northwestern's
first over Ohio State since 1971
and first in Evanston since 1958.
Ohio State's offense, outgained
419 to 305 in regulation, scored 10
unanswered points in the fourth
quarter, driving 69 yards in five
plays and 1 minute 29 seconds
to tic Northwestern (2-3, 1-1) in
regulation.
Mike Nugent, who converted 9
of 10previous field-goal attempts,
28 at halftime.
Rogers continued to sizzle in
the second half, throwing three
touchdown passes to three re-
ceivers. His 39-yard touchdown
strike to Watje near the end of
the third quarter narrowed the
deficit to 49-42. A54-yard touch-
down pass to Thompson brought
the Spartans to within 56-49.
. Statistically, Rice dominated
the first half. The Owls gained
354 yards compared with
SJSU's 222. Rice ran 50 plays to
Spartans' 23.
BY MARK GOMEZ
Knight Rlddar Newspepers
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Donate Plasma at Biomat USA
I Earn $50 the first week and I$150 per month_lues-Sat: 9:00 - 5:30 RIFOLS
I 4017 Overland Rd Biornat USA, Inc. 0
Boise, ID 83705 caring for people's health
L - - ..J-
SAN JOSE, Calif.--San Jose
State was playing so poorly that
a handful of fans left Spartan
Stadium with 12 minutes left in
the second quarter. Those fans
missed the game of a lifetime--
and perhaps the greatest come-
back in school history.
The Spartans stormed back
from a 27-polnt deficit and se-
cured a 70-63 victory over Rice
after Brian Nunez intercepted a
pass and returned it 28 yards for
the go-ahead touchdown with
2:18 remaining.
The 133 combined points
broke an NCAADivision I record
for a game that ended in regula-
tion. The previous mark of 128
was set in Middle Tennessee
State's 70-58 victory over Idaho
in 2001.
Rice and San Jose State com-
bined for 1,089yards of total of-
fense, with the Owls running 100
plays for 634 yards.
The Spartans' comeback was
sparked by senior Dale Rogers,
who came off the bench to throw
for 359 yards and five touch-
downs. He also scored the tying
touchdown on a l-yard run.
The Spartans, trailing by as
many as14 points in the second
half, scored the tying touchdown
after recovering a Rice fumble at
the Owls' 18-yard line. Facing
third-and-17, Rice quarterback
Joel Armstrong took off on a 10-
yard gain, but defensive tackle
Melvin Johnson jarred the ball
loose.
Rogers scored three plays lat-
er, his touchdown was set up by
Lamar Ferguson's 15-yard run
on a play that was intended to be
a halfback pass.
But each time SJSU pulled
within a touchdown--which
happened four times--Rice an-
swered. And more often than
not, a Rice quarterback broke
free on a long run as San Jose
State tried to take away the run-
ning back on the option pitch.
SJSU went through three
quarterbacks before settling on
Rogers, who was still recovering
from minor injuries suffered last
weekend at Southern Methodist.
Once he entered, with SJSUtrail-
ing 34-7, the fifth-year senior led
four scoring drives.
On his first play from scrim-
mage, Rogers handed off to
Tyson Thompson. who burst
through the line and scored on
a 71-yard run. The second touch-
down was set up by senior Jerrell
Hardy's interception of Greg
Henderson's pass at the SJSU33-
yard line. The Spartans imme-
diately capitalized when Rogers
hit receiver John Broussard for a
67-yard touchdown, pulling the
Spartans within13 points.
San Jose State capped its first-
half scoring thanks in large
part to Broussard, who made
a spectacular catch on a deep
pass from Rogers that wobbled
downfield. Broussard split two
defenders, milde'the'reception R"'e'a''/~tlmeanswers from real.lib.r. arian. s..'
at the Rice'lS and then carried
three tacklers another 5 yards. Accurate, up-to-date information
SJSU scored on the next play 24' no urs a d.ay,. 7 dav.s a week
when Ferguson look a handoff , .
. and threW a touchdown pas~ And, it'8<811 free!
to tight end Bryan Watj~·Th.at, ' .... ,':'.~.:."
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Check out the monthly ~~o~,~o~~~Groups of three orpiercing specials, this more will get discountsmonth is tongue $30.00 on plerclngs (not. including sale items).
All New Moon plerclngs Include We have designs for the new
the jewelry and aftercare package with tattoo, and we can create
Instructions. We stand by our pierclngs, from pictures you bring In.
and offer free follow up service.
New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforating the Populas of Idaho"
746 W. Main St. ,..388-1900
WE DELIVER!
Don't surrender
to HUNGERI!!
Counter-attack with a
delicious PIT Am
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
HAVE YOU SEEN THE YEAR'S MOST uESSENTlAI:' FILM?
Open 11-3a.m. Mon-Thurs, 11-4a.m. Fri/Sot"
Noon-3a.m. Sunday
. Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon wheVlordering
THE AMERICAN
[fjO'jfeNden1f--
PRIN_CIPLED. LEADERSHIP -
IN A-TIME OF TURBULENCE
:The;21 st Annual
Frank Church Conference on Public Affairs
How's a supercharger
different from a
turbocharger?
Get answers. Anytime. Anywhere.
Featuring Former Presidential Nominee and Senator
George. McGovern
" '.' W~dnesday,Qctober~, 2004
.::.,;:n ;~ ... e..ssion; Q a rti .....4·.0 m
f :~~UlAf ,.,""'~~ ...nv: _. ~ .:•••~' ": .;"r=---t
." K~ynote address: 7 p.rn.
BoiseState Student Ul'llon Jordan BallroomI answeli
THE
. SRY ~J
i:
Want an iPod? The
Arbiter is giving away
a new, 40GB iPod in the
coming weeks. How do
you win? Read the Arbi-
ter and brush up on your
music knowledge. Com-
plete contest rules will be
listed in the classified sec-
tion & is open to all Arbi- .
ter readers (ok, our stair is
exculed). We aren't tell-
ing you all the deatils, but
keep reading, the contest
starts soon. Think your
worthy?
Read. Think. Win.
1973 MOBILE HOME
for sale. 935 sq.ft. 3bdJ
Iba $10,500 call Bryan or
Gina 345-2712
1993 MERCtlY TOPAZ
Good Condition. $1250
obo. call 375-8538 or
283-1316
1993 Nissau 240sx SE.
$6800. Runs great. A lot
of mods. I42k1mi. Pies
@ www.cars.com. 841-
5869 Johnny
1997 Honda Civic, Blue,
AT, 64K1mi, 30-35 mpg.
Great Shape $5,7501
.'. :','-",',II I·I"!;;})/ S . ArbitercJassified~ents arebeto~classified ads may be pJacc tJ:no. waYS:email: c1assifieds@aIbiterODUne.com. . .phone: 345-8204 x"lOO
or stop by the office at 1605 University Drive
. (across from the SUB).
Available Now! SE
Boise. 3 Bd/2 Ba, 5 min.
to campus. $800+dep.
3618 Law Ave. Call 433-
0634/599-0510.
/"yt>I'
CIVIC PLAZA
......... , ....... 1 •
Affordable
Downtown
Uving
Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms
$515 to $475'
• Elevators
• Dlroct/yaclW'/rom Winco
• 24-lIour jll1l£J;l room
• Bus/n ess Celller
• Secured Access
'Tiit' ~~I,1d;t~.(1It
. till' '}\lrk
336-8787
OCT 200Cf
2B lbath ground floor
apt. 934 sq ft WID includ-
ed, fenced yard, W,S,T
paid. Covered parking
space w/storage unit $550
month, call 890-0618
2bd/2ba 900sq ft Condo
SE Boise, WID, fireplace,
storage, no-smoking/pets.
$675 869-2545
2BD/2BA w/garage, WID
DW, 1006 S. Wilson $795
incls/tAvaillO/1 Call 602-
950 I jenjoncs@cableone.
net
We need enthusiastic
individuals with
excellen! verbal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING end WEEKEND
1I0URS AVAILABLE
• Peld Irolnlng
• Casual Envlronmont
• Flexible Schedule
$B.OO/hour
Please call for
more information
658-4888
ACROSS
1 Spanish article
4 Tie-up
7 Traveling case
14 Yodeler's peak
15 Dos Passos
trilogy
16 More likely to
ooze
17 Baseball stat
18 Brooch
19 Converting
device
20 Staying current
23Sniggler's prey
24 Drug-induced
sleep
25 Picnic visitor
27 Guys
28 Female
protagonists
33 Dawn lawn layer
36 Of citing
38 Important times
40 Part of APB
41 Beige shade
42 Ones who strike
in passing
47 Blighted tree
48 Antarctic
geographic
feature
49 Part of TGIF
51 Hanoi holiday
52 Poorly matched
57 Church area
60 Hematic
grouping
61 Musical repeat
64 Inc. in Britain
65 Luau fare
66 Monitored the
course of
67 Had dinner
68 Tenth mo.
69 Wall and Basin
70 Doze
71 Timid
DOWN
1 Escapades
2 "A Delicate
Balance"
playwright
3 Worked
undercover
4 Largest planet
5 Utterly stupid
6 Tropical fruit
c':Crossword
© 2004Tribune Media Servlces,lnc.
Allrights reserved.
Solutions7 Hurry-up letters
8 Mack or Koppel
9 Chamomile drink 1-'-'-+-"-+';'"
10 Hunger
11 Quote as an
example
12 Part of a shoe
13 Goofs up
21 Ms. Dawber
22 Disobliging
25 Is for several?
26 Negative prefix
29 First name in
mysteries
30 French city
31 Noble title
32 Urban blight
33 Lucy'S love
34 the Red
35 Slugger Boggs
37 Flunk
39 One-quarter
denarius
43 Thar blows!
44 Drenched
45 Italian rice dish
46 Nodular
50 Gain a lap
10/04/04
53 Pitcher Ryan
54 Manuscript
errors
55 Long period
56 Supernatural
being
57 Dance, film, etc.
58 Jaunty
59 Warm up with
gloves
60 Flower plots
62 ETa
commander
63 Ready to go
Affordable
Furnished Houslng
Off-Campus
Starting at $295/mo.
t MOllthly Move ill
SpeCials!
Includes all utilities, cable}
HBO, computer lab. Open 7
days a week.
RENT NOW! 4bd/2bll
1726 Columbus Mo.
to mo. lease $600+util
$500dep. 336·3625 eves
$450 Group Fundrais- 6mo. Fem. BJil~.ktilb
w/papers sweef"lovable
er Scheduling Bonus.
~. hours of your group's house-broken, spayed wi
time PLUS our free (yes, shots. Good w/kids, cats
free) fundraising solutions dogs. $300 841-7561
EQUALS $1,000-$2000 Dual Reclining Couch
In earnings for your group. w/matching reclining
Call TODAY for a $450 chair. Dark green, great
bonus when you schedule condo $90 abo! Must sel\!
your non-sales fundraiser call 869-3577
with CampusFundraiser: MUST SELL! 1980
Contact CampusFundrais- ' Chevy Pickup 3/4 ton,
er, (888) 923-3238 or visit 129k miles, 2wd, runs
www.campusfundraiser. good. $700 abo
com Call 658-0628
BIG REWARD! Lost QueenlKing mattress &
dog 9/16 on Manitou. box spring $50. Frames
Small blk/wht female. $30. 322-2422
I'm 75 and she's my only
companion, please help.
342-6221
BroncoJobs
4:i"6iiJ'i'·"U"'iiiii'
Looking/or
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-refenal
service
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.boisestate.edu
.'
Pick up applications
Sun. - Thurs. 2 - 4
1700 EntertainmentAve
Boise, ID 83706
(208) 373-4969
PrivateUvingAreas & Bath
Shared CommonAmenities
EVERGREEN SUITES 384·1600
Female Roommate share
3bdJ2.5ba duplex ACI
DW/WD brdwy/targec
$284+1/3 utiI avail 11/1
call 230-8671/659-0172
Huge 2bd/2ba view of
Loggers creek & Parkccn-
ter pond. Ski lodge set-
ting. Close to BSU. Must
see. No Deposit Special!
Tisha 386-93 18
Conveniently Located
StoragePLUS offers a
Limited Time
SPECIAL
$1 Moves you IN!
Call for Details
Legitimate Residual In-
come Opportunity NO
home parties, NO product
re-selling rcq. T/F 1-866-
468-6561 "':812
Customer Soles/service
Great Pay
Flexible Schedules
All ages 18+
Conditions exist
No Exp Nee, We train
~"\vh .t Ovi{iz-;p·on
<=.
cE;)
,0
~."
Some of the carefree romance of waterskiing
drains away when Francine learns that only the
power of a tugboat will pull Bob.
CALL331·2820
Call Mon.·Thurs. 9·4
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (Oct. 4).
Finish all the chores you've had
on your lists and the projects
stacked up in your closets.
Travel only if you can't find
what you need closer to home.
Be creative with what you have;
it's more valuable than you
thought.
Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is an 8 - Something you
leamed long ago seems to clash
with the lesson you're being
taught. One or the other cannot
be true, but which is the lie?
Ask questions.
Taurus (ApriI2O-May 20)
Today is a 6 - You generally
save every extra cent you're
able to collect, but this time
give yourself permission to get
a special treat. You've earned it
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 10 - Don't let a
disagreement keep you and
your mate from enjoying
yourselves. Listen, and you
might learn how to see from
another point of view. You love
it when that happens.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 5 - Send out a call
for whatever you need. Don't
stand by passively and let others
make a mess that you'll have to
clean up. -
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
, Today is an 8 - You can bet
that even the best-laid plans are
going to go awry. Figure out
how, ahead of time, and you'll
be money ahead.
Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22)
Today is a 5 - There's all sorts
of agitation, and it isn't your
fault. You're in a good position
to monitor and stay out of the
way. Let the others fight it out.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 9 - Once you've run
all your errands, you should
be able to sit and field probing
questions from an authority
figure with strong opinions.
On second thought. maybe
. you can make the errands take
all day and answer questions
tomorrow.
Scorpio (Oct. 23·Nov. 21)
Today is a 4 - The assignment
for today involves your money
and other people's, too. Figure
out how to divvy it up so you
make a little for your trouble.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dcc. 21)
Today is an 8 - You're the life
of the party, and you sure love
playing the field. If you just
stick to a few simple rules, there
shouldn't be a problem. Enjoy.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is as- You're good at
what you're doing, and you're
getting even better. But are you
getting paid in cold, hard cash,
or hopes for a better future? It
doesn't matter. Keep at it.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is it 10 - You have
responsibilities to the public, it's
true. But if you have to choose,
fiercely protect your private
time. You and your family need
that.
Pisces (Feb. 19·March 20)
Today is a 5 - Don't show a
critical person unfinished work.
You'll just make your own life
miserable, and you'll create
a fuss. Give yourself until
tomorrow night at least. You'll
be in a better mood by then.
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